SERGUEI KRISSIOUK: studied guitar in Kiev, Ukraine,
music theory and composition in England and Germany.
His repertoire includes Renaissance, Baroque, Flamenco,
and his own compositions.

7-9pm, donations welcomed
18 Monday
Evening gathering, first in a series

CONVERSATIONS ON RACE,
ETHNICITY, AND CULTURE IN
ANTHROPOSOPHY

Are we able to have a fruitful conversation around race,
ethnicity, and culture? How might we create a space for us
to come together to listen
and speak about our own
identities and lived experiences? How was race and
culture expressed by Steiner
and what insights as well as
questions come with these
anthroposophical ideas? This
has been one of the most challenging and serious conversations in anthroposophy and a frequent place of criticism.
In exploring these topics together in an intimate environment, we hope to understand, engage, and wrestle with the
complex questions around race and racism in anthroposophy.
This is a three part series that will run throughout the summer (June, July, Aug.). In the first meeting we will share the
experiences we live with today concerning these questions
and together will study a few samples of Steiner’s work on
race and culture. Please read Mission of the Folk Souls, Lecture 4, and The Universal Human, Lecture 1, as preparation.
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Saturday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Evening talk

ENERGY HEALING IN THE
LIGHT OF ANTHROPOSOPHY

Anton Baraschi

Energetic healing methods have
proliferated; over 350 methods are
listed online and in insurance listings. Chinese Qigong, Reiki, Joh Rei,
Charismatic churches’ Laying of the
Hands, Nurses Therapeutic touch,
plus methods such as Brennan, Pearl
or Bruyere, are being taught. Do they
work? How? For what? How is an anthroposophist supposed
to think about them? How did Rudolf Steiner address this
subject? Anton will explore the field of drugless interventions
and explore the way Rudolf Steiner approached this subject

in his lectures. Time permitting there will be a demonstration of pain reduction via medical qigong using volunteers
from the audience and questions and answers.
ANTON BARASCHI: Bioenergy Healing practitioner,
part of the integrative office of Dr Nidia Carrero in the
flatiron district in Manhattan. An anthroposophist since
1972, he attends regularly Dr. Gerald Karnow’s Anthroposophical Medicine study group in Chestnut Ridge.

2-4pm, donations welcomed
24 Sunday
(time tentative)

Rudolf Steiner
Bookstore
Open Tu-Thu 1-5pm, Fri-Sat 12-7pm, Sun 1-5pm

Steiner has “the most impressive
holistic legacy of the 20th century...”
— NY Open Center co-founder Ralph White

ST. JOHN’S FESTIVAL

ANTHROPOSOPHY
NYC
JUNE 2018

The Festival Group
welcomes all to gather
to create the mood of
St. John’s Day together.
Details will be posted
in the bookstore and on
the website.

01 FRIDAY 7PM

Festival
Committee
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
June Eurythmy Circle

NURTURE AND EXPLORE

Marta Stemberger

Celebrate the beginning of Summer
with gentle harmonious movement;
soak in the Sun and explore the
warmth of the heart. We will practice to enlivening piano music and
beautiful poetry; learn to move the
eurythmy gestures for the consonant
F, the vowel A, (“ah”), and the music interval of the minor
and major 3rd; connect with each other and find inner peace
with eurythmy exercises given by Rudolf Steiner. Invite a
friend or a family member to come
with you. Share your vibrant light
in a circle of like-minded souls.
Open to all who can walk. No prior
movement experience is needed.
Future dates: July 23, August 20.
MARTA STEMBERGER, MA: a
harmonious movement teacher,
mindful translator, spiritual researcher, radio host, and featured Huffington Post blogger.
Marta has taught movement, performed, and lectured in
Europe and the U.S. since 1989. For more information visit
http://ssi.hamoves.net/eurythmy-circles/

Members’ Evening

06 WEDNESDAY 7PM
Violin Recital: Eva Ingolf

09 SATURDAY 2-4PM
Annual Members Meeting

11 MONDAY 7PM
The Cloud Illuminator:
monthly eurythmy workshop
with Linda Larson

13 WEDNESDAY 7PM
Anthroposophic Psychology
with David T. Anderson

15 FRIDAY 7PM
Beyond Babel – a
storytelling evening

16 SATURDAY 7PM
Classical Guitar Recital:
Elizabeth Coleman, Aryeh
Eller & Serguei Krissiouk

18 MONDAY 7PM
Conversations on Race,
Ethnicity, and Culture in
Anthroposophy

23 SATURDAY 7PM
Energy Healing in the Light
of Anthroposophy

24 SUNDAY 2-4PM
St. John’s Festival
(time tentative)

25 MONDAY 7PM
Nurture and Explore, June
Eurythmy Circle with Marta
Stemberber

PLUS STUDY GROUPS
weekly & monthly, details at
asnyc.org/studygroups.htm

centerpoint www.
gallery asnyc
spiritual
therapeutic
world
& outsider artists

The New York Branch

.org

Anthroposophical Society in America
138 West 15th Street
New York, NY – (212) 242-8945

Art Exhibit

On display now in
our Centerpoint Gallery

TEXTILES FOR
THE SOUL

Barbra Frankel,
Nancy Jackson,
Judit Gilbert

Viewing during programs
or email art@asnyc.org to
schedule an appointment.
Right: Butterfly (detail), by
Nancy Jackson.

June 2018
7pm, donations welcome
01 Friday
Monthly meeting

MEMBERS’ EVENING

Working with the worldwide study theme, Foundation Stone mantra, and the Christmas Conference
of 1923/4. Artistic work, social time, and refreshments.
Next date: September.

7:00pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
06 Wed
Performance

VIOLIN RECITAL

Eva Ingolf

Eva Ingolf is a violinist, composer,
and animator. She has given solo
recitals in well-known concert
halls in Iceland, Japan, United
States, Russia, and Europe, including Weill Recital Hall and Trinity Church in NYC and the
Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. An enthusiastic advocate of contemporary music, she has premiered
over 100 new works for solo violin and received a grant from
NYWC in 2014. Her compositions Lava Flow, Djupivogur, and Vopnafjordur have all been highly praised. Born
in Iceland into a notable musical family, Eva currently lives
in NYC. She has had three short films shown at numerous
festivals; her latest Animation Alien Threads will premiere
at Lincoln Center on July 24th.

Fri 6:30pm, Sat 10am
08-09
First Class meetings
For members of the School of Spiritual Science

09

Saturday 2-4pm
Anthroposophy NYC

ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING

Reports on committees and activities of the Branch will
be sent to all members, with letter of invitation and proxy
form for voting, at least one week ahead of the meeting. The
meeting time will serve as a forum for group conversation
about the New York City branch, along with questions and
discussion of the various reports. Elections for Council seats
will be held. For members of the NYC Branch only.
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly eurythmy

THE CLOUD ILLUMINATOR

Linda Larson

Come move with us this first
form given by Rudolf Steiner
for Eurythmy. And it was to go
with “The Cloud Illuminator,”
the first verse he had given for
Eurythmy, “to develop the feeling and mood of veneration and
to achieve peace.” Let’s discover
together how this may create
for us a supportive mood as we
enter into our summer months.
Looking forward to seeing you there on the 14th. Bring softsoled shoes; no previous eurythmy experience necessary.
LINDA LARSON: Eurythmist, taught and performed,
and practiced therapeutic eurythmy, in Europe and US;
therapeutic eurythmist at Rudolf Steiner School, NYC.
Trained in Dornach, England, USA; MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art; larsoneurythmy.com

13

Wed 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly lecture series

ANTHROPOSOPHIC
PSYCHOLOGY

David Taulbee Anderson

This series of 10 lectures has explored
and elaborated on Rudolf Steiner’s
lecture series Anthroposophy, Psychosophy,
and Pneumatosophy. This final lecture in
the series is open to all; you don’t need to
have attended previously!
#10: “Nature, the Evolution of Consciousness, and Reincarnation.” Dangers

involved in splitting of our personality that occurs through
development of imagination. We must cultivate realistic
imaginative knowledge of ourselves and face ourselves as the
cause of our karma and our progress through cultural evolution in historical periods. We must cultivate inspirational
self-knowledge and perceive the fundamental being of our
“I” tone through the backwards review of the day. We perceive the outer reflection of this in the laws of nature.
DAVID TAULBEE ANDERSON: has taught drawing &
painting around the world. He has an MA in Art and
certificates from Emerson College (Waldorf education),
and the Wagner School at the Goetheanum (teaching
painting).

7pm, donations welcomed
15 Friday
Storytelling evening

BEYOND BABEL

Join us for a night of storytelling and silent listening. The
story theme is “From Seed to
Flower”: how you nurtured
an impulse that grew into
transformation. Moth-like
guidelines: five minute true
story, on theme, contains a
transformation and is well
told. Silent listing means no
applause, no comments, no
interruptions, no judgments. We’re aiming for an atmosphere of sharing not performing. We hope for all to share.

7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
16 Saturday
Performance

CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL

Elizabeth Coleman, Aryeh Eller &
Serguei Krissiouk

An evening with three
seasoned performers who
enchant and entertain with a
variety of pieces and styles.
ELIZABETH COLEMAN:

attorney, poet, guitarist;
studied and performed
classical guitar for many
years. See online at
elizabethjcoleman.com.
ARYEH ELLER: studied guitar in Israel, Bachelor of
Music (Brooklyn College) and Master of Music (Manhattan School of Music). Received the Andres Segovia Award
for “Furthering the Spirit of the Guitar.”

Art Exhibit

On display now in
our Centerpoint Gallery

TEXTILES FOR
THE SOUL

Barbra Frankel,
Nancy Jackson,
Judit Gilbert

Viewing during programs
or email art@asnyc.org to
schedule an appointment.
Right: Butterfly (detail), by
Nancy Jackson.

June 2018
7pm, donations welcome
01 Friday
Monthly meeting

MEMBERS’ EVENING

Working with the worldwide study theme, Foundation Stone mantra, and the Christmas Conference
of 1923/4. Artistic work, social time, and refreshments.
Next date: September.

7:00pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
06 Wed
Performance

VIOLIN RECITAL

Eva Ingolf

Eva Ingolf is a violinist, composer,
and animator. She has given solo
recitals in well-known concert
halls in Iceland, Japan, United
States, Russia, and Europe, including Weill Recital Hall and Trinity Church in NYC and the
Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. An enthusiastic advocate of contemporary music, she has premiered
over 100 new works for solo violin and received a grant from
NYWC in 2014. Her compositions Lava Flow, Djupivogur, and Vopnafjordur have all been highly praised. Born
in Iceland into a notable musical family, Eva currently lives
in NYC. She has had three short films shown at numerous
festivals; her latest Animation Alien Threads will premiere
at Lincoln Center on July 24th.

Fri 6:30pm, Sat 10am
08-09
First Class meetings
For members of the School of Spiritual Science

09

Saturday 2-4pm
Anthroposophy NYC

ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING

Reports on committees and activities of the Branch will
be sent to all members, with letter of invitation and proxy
form for voting, at least one week ahead of the meeting. The
meeting time will serve as a forum for group conversation
about the New York City branch, along with questions and
discussion of the various reports. Elections for Council seats
will be held. For members of the NYC Branch only.
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly eurythmy

THE CLOUD ILLUMINATOR

Linda Larson

Come move with us this first
form given by Rudolf Steiner
for Eurythmy. And it was to go
with “The Cloud Illuminator,”
the first verse he had given for
Eurythmy, “to develop the feeling and mood of veneration and
to achieve peace.” Let’s discover
together how this may create
for us a supportive mood as we
enter into our summer months.
Looking forward to seeing you there on the 14th. Bring softsoled shoes; no previous eurythmy experience necessary.
LINDA LARSON: Eurythmist, taught and performed,
and practiced therapeutic eurythmy, in Europe and US;
therapeutic eurythmist at Rudolf Steiner School, NYC.
Trained in Dornach, England, USA; MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art; larsoneurythmy.com
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Wed 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly lecture series

ANTHROPOSOPHIC
PSYCHOLOGY

David Taulbee Anderson

This series of 10 lectures has explored
and elaborated on Rudolf Steiner’s
lecture series Anthroposophy, Psychosophy,
and Pneumatosophy. This final lecture in
the series is open to all; you don’t need to
have attended previously!
#10: “Nature, the Evolution of Consciousness, and Reincarnation.” Dangers

involved in splitting of our personality that occurs through
development of imagination. We must cultivate realistic
imaginative knowledge of ourselves and face ourselves as the
cause of our karma and our progress through cultural evolution in historical periods. We must cultivate inspirational
self-knowledge and perceive the fundamental being of our
“I” tone through the backwards review of the day. We perceive the outer reflection of this in the laws of nature.
DAVID TAULBEE ANDERSON: has taught drawing &
painting around the world. He has an MA in Art and
certificates from Emerson College (Waldorf education),
and the Wagner School at the Goetheanum (teaching
painting).

7pm, donations welcomed
15 Friday
Storytelling evening

BEYOND BABEL

Join us for a night of storytelling and silent listening. The
story theme is “From Seed to
Flower”: how you nurtured
an impulse that grew into
transformation. Moth-like
guidelines: five minute true
story, on theme, contains a
transformation and is well
told. Silent listing means no
applause, no comments, no
interruptions, no judgments. We’re aiming for an atmosphere of sharing not performing. We hope for all to share.

7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
16 Saturday
Performance

CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL

Elizabeth Coleman, Aryeh Eller &
Serguei Krissiouk

An evening with three
seasoned performers who
enchant and entertain with a
variety of pieces and styles.
ELIZABETH COLEMAN:

attorney, poet, guitarist;
studied and performed
classical guitar for many
years. See online at
elizabethjcoleman.com.
ARYEH ELLER: studied guitar in Israel, Bachelor of
Music (Brooklyn College) and Master of Music (Manhattan School of Music). Received the Andres Segovia Award
for “Furthering the Spirit of the Guitar.”

Art Exhibit

On display now in
our Centerpoint Gallery

TEXTILES FOR
THE SOUL

Barbra Frankel,
Nancy Jackson,
Judit Gilbert

Viewing during programs
or email art@asnyc.org to
schedule an appointment.
Right: Butterfly (detail), by
Nancy Jackson.

June 2018
7pm, donations welcome
01 Friday
Monthly meeting

MEMBERS’ EVENING

Working with the worldwide study theme, Foundation Stone mantra, and the Christmas Conference
of 1923/4. Artistic work, social time, and refreshments.
Next date: September.

7:00pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
06 Wed
Performance

VIOLIN RECITAL

Eva Ingolf

Eva Ingolf is a violinist, composer,
and animator. She has given solo
recitals in well-known concert
halls in Iceland, Japan, United
States, Russia, and Europe, including Weill Recital Hall and Trinity Church in NYC and the
Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. An enthusiastic advocate of contemporary music, she has premiered
over 100 new works for solo violin and received a grant from
NYWC in 2014. Her compositions Lava Flow, Djupivogur, and Vopnafjordur have all been highly praised. Born
in Iceland into a notable musical family, Eva currently lives
in NYC. She has had three short films shown at numerous
festivals; her latest Animation Alien Threads will premiere
at Lincoln Center on July 24th.

Fri 6:30pm, Sat 10am
08-09
First Class meetings
For members of the School of Spiritual Science

09

Saturday 2-4pm
Anthroposophy NYC

ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING

Reports on committees and activities of the Branch will
be sent to all members, with letter of invitation and proxy
form for voting, at least one week ahead of the meeting. The
meeting time will serve as a forum for group conversation
about the New York City branch, along with questions and
discussion of the various reports. Elections for Council seats
will be held. For members of the NYC Branch only.
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly eurythmy

THE CLOUD ILLUMINATOR

Linda Larson

Come move with us this first
form given by Rudolf Steiner
for Eurythmy. And it was to go
with “The Cloud Illuminator,”
the first verse he had given for
Eurythmy, “to develop the feeling and mood of veneration and
to achieve peace.” Let’s discover
together how this may create
for us a supportive mood as we
enter into our summer months.
Looking forward to seeing you there on the 14th. Bring softsoled shoes; no previous eurythmy experience necessary.
LINDA LARSON: Eurythmist, taught and performed,
and practiced therapeutic eurythmy, in Europe and US;
therapeutic eurythmist at Rudolf Steiner School, NYC.
Trained in Dornach, England, USA; MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art; larsoneurythmy.com

13

Wed 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Monthly lecture series

ANTHROPOSOPHIC
PSYCHOLOGY

David Taulbee Anderson

This series of 10 lectures has explored
and elaborated on Rudolf Steiner’s
lecture series Anthroposophy, Psychosophy,
and Pneumatosophy. This final lecture in
the series is open to all; you don’t need to
have attended previously!
#10: “Nature, the Evolution of Consciousness, and Reincarnation.” Dangers

involved in splitting of our personality that occurs through
development of imagination. We must cultivate realistic
imaginative knowledge of ourselves and face ourselves as the
cause of our karma and our progress through cultural evolution in historical periods. We must cultivate inspirational
self-knowledge and perceive the fundamental being of our
“I” tone through the backwards review of the day. We perceive the outer reflection of this in the laws of nature.
DAVID TAULBEE ANDERSON: has taught drawing &
painting around the world. He has an MA in Art and
certificates from Emerson College (Waldorf education),
and the Wagner School at the Goetheanum (teaching
painting).

7pm, donations welcomed
15 Friday
Storytelling evening

BEYOND BABEL

Join us for a night of storytelling and silent listening. The
story theme is “From Seed to
Flower”: how you nurtured
an impulse that grew into
transformation. Moth-like
guidelines: five minute true
story, on theme, contains a
transformation and is well
told. Silent listing means no
applause, no comments, no
interruptions, no judgments. We’re aiming for an atmosphere of sharing not performing. We hope for all to share.

7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
16 Saturday
Performance

CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL

Elizabeth Coleman, Aryeh Eller &
Serguei Krissiouk

An evening with three
seasoned performers who
enchant and entertain with a
variety of pieces and styles.
ELIZABETH COLEMAN:

attorney, poet, guitarist;
studied and performed
classical guitar for many
years. See online at
elizabethjcoleman.com.
ARYEH ELLER: studied guitar in Israel, Bachelor of
Music (Brooklyn College) and Master of Music (Manhattan School of Music). Received the Andres Segovia Award
for “Furthering the Spirit of the Guitar.”

SERGUEI KRISSIOUK: studied guitar in Kiev, Ukraine,
music theory and composition in England and Germany.
His repertoire includes Renaissance, Baroque, Flamenco,
and his own compositions.

7-9pm, donations welcomed
18 Monday
Evening gathering, first in a series

CONVERSATIONS ON RACE,
ETHNICITY, AND CULTURE IN
ANTHROPOSOPHY

Are we able to have a fruitful conversation around race,
ethnicity, and culture? How might we create a space for us
to come together to listen
and speak about our own
identities and lived experiences? How was race and
culture expressed by Steiner
and what insights as well as
questions come with these
anthroposophical ideas? This
has been one of the most challenging and serious conversations in anthroposophy and a frequent place of criticism.
In exploring these topics together in an intimate environment, we hope to understand, engage, and wrestle with the
complex questions around race and racism in anthroposophy.
This is a three part series that will run throughout the summer (June, July, Aug.). In the first meeting we will share the
experiences we live with today concerning these questions
and together will study a few samples of Steiner’s work on
race and culture. Please read Mission of the Folk Souls, Lecture 4, and The Universal Human, Lecture 1, as preparation.
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Saturday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
Evening talk

ENERGY HEALING IN THE
LIGHT OF ANTHROPOSOPHY

Anton Baraschi

Energetic healing methods have
proliferated; over 350 methods are
listed online and in insurance listings. Chinese Qigong, Reiki, Joh Rei,
Charismatic churches’ Laying of the
Hands, Nurses Therapeutic touch,
plus methods such as Brennan, Pearl
or Bruyere, are being taught. Do they
work? How? For what? How is an anthroposophist supposed
to think about them? How did Rudolf Steiner address this
subject? Anton will explore the field of drugless interventions
and explore the way Rudolf Steiner approached this subject

in his lectures. Time permitting there will be a demonstration of pain reduction via medical qigong using volunteers
from the audience and questions and answers.
ANTON BARASCHI: Bioenergy Healing practitioner,
part of the integrative office of Dr Nidia Carrero in the
flatiron district in Manhattan. An anthroposophist since
1972, he attends regularly Dr. Gerald Karnow’s Anthroposophical Medicine study group in Chestnut Ridge.

2-4pm, donations welcomed
24 Sunday
(time tentative)

Rudolf Steiner
Bookstore
Open Tu-Thu 1-5pm, Fri-Sat 12-7pm, Sun 1-5pm

Steiner has “the most impressive
holistic legacy of the 20th century...”
— NY Open Center co-founder Ralph White

ST. JOHN’S FESTIVAL

ANTHROPOSOPHY
NYC
JUNE 2018

The Festival Group
welcomes all to gather
to create the mood of
St. John’s Day together.
Details will be posted
in the bookstore and on
the website.

01 FRIDAY 7PM

Festival
Committee
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
June Eurythmy Circle

NURTURE AND EXPLORE

Marta Stemberger

Celebrate the beginning of Summer
with gentle harmonious movement;
soak in the Sun and explore the
warmth of the heart. We will practice to enlivening piano music and
beautiful poetry; learn to move the
eurythmy gestures for the consonant
F, the vowel A, (“ah”), and the music interval of the minor
and major 3rd; connect with each other and find inner peace
with eurythmy exercises given by Rudolf Steiner. Invite a
friend or a family member to come
with you. Share your vibrant light
in a circle of like-minded souls.
Open to all who can walk. No prior
movement experience is needed.
Future dates: July 23, August 20.
MARTA STEMBERGER, MA: a
harmonious movement teacher,
mindful translator, spiritual researcher, radio host, and featured Huffington Post blogger.
Marta has taught movement, performed, and lectured in
Europe and the U.S. since 1989. For more information visit
http://ssi.hamoves.net/eurythmy-circles/

Members’ Evening

06 WEDNESDAY 7PM
Violin Recital: Eva Ingolf

09 SATURDAY 2-4PM
Annual Members Meeting

11 MONDAY 7PM
The Cloud Illuminator:
monthly eurythmy workshop
with Linda Larson

13 WEDNESDAY 7PM
Anthroposophic Psychology
with David T. Anderson

15 FRIDAY 7PM
Beyond Babel – a
storytelling evening

16 SATURDAY 7PM
Classical Guitar Recital:
Elizabeth Coleman, Aryeh
Eller & Serguei Krissiouk

18 MONDAY 7PM
Conversations on Race,
Ethnicity, and Culture in
Anthroposophy

23 SATURDAY 7PM
Energy Healing in the Light
of Anthroposophy

24 SUNDAY 2-4PM
St. John’s Festival
(time tentative)

25 MONDAY 7PM
Nurture and Explore, June
Eurythmy Circle with Marta
Stemberber

PLUS STUDY GROUPS
weekly & monthly, details at
asnyc.org/studygroups.htm

centerpoint www.
gallery asnyc
spiritual
therapeutic
world
& outsider artists

The New York Branch

.org

Anthroposophical Society in America
138 West 15th Street
New York, NY – (212) 242-8945

SERGUEI KRISSIOUK: studied guitar in Kiev, Ukraine,
music theory and composition in England and Germany.
His repertoire includes Renaissance, Baroque, Flamenco,
and his own compositions.

7-9pm, donations welcomed
18 Monday
Evening gathering, first in a series

CONVERSATIONS ON RACE,
ETHNICITY, AND CULTURE IN
ANTHROPOSOPHY

Are we able to have a fruitful conversation around race,
ethnicity, and culture? How might we create a space for us
to come together to listen
and speak about our own
identities and lived experiences? How was race and
culture expressed by Steiner
and what insights as well as
questions come with these
anthroposophical ideas? This
has been one of the most challenging and serious conversations in anthroposophy and a frequent place of criticism.
In exploring these topics together in an intimate environment, we hope to understand, engage, and wrestle with the
complex questions around race and racism in anthroposophy.
This is a three part series that will run throughout the summer (June, July, Aug.). In the first meeting we will share the
experiences we live with today concerning these questions
and together will study a few samples of Steiner’s work on
race and culture. Please read Mission of the Folk Souls, Lecture 4, and The Universal Human, Lecture 1, as preparation.
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Evening talk
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proliferated; over 350 methods are
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Charismatic churches’ Laying of the
Hands, Nurses Therapeutic touch,
plus methods such as Brennan, Pearl
or Bruyere, are being taught. Do they
work? How? For what? How is an anthroposophist supposed
to think about them? How did Rudolf Steiner address this
subject? Anton will explore the field of drugless interventions
and explore the way Rudolf Steiner approached this subject

in his lectures. Time permitting there will be a demonstration of pain reduction via medical qigong using volunteers
from the audience and questions and answers.
ANTON BARASCHI: Bioenergy Healing practitioner,
part of the integrative office of Dr Nidia Carrero in the
flatiron district in Manhattan. An anthroposophist since
1972, he attends regularly Dr. Gerald Karnow’s Anthroposophical Medicine study group in Chestnut Ridge.

2-4pm, donations welcomed
24 Sunday
(time tentative)

Rudolf Steiner
Bookstore
Open Tu-Thu 1-5pm, Fri-Sat 12-7pm, Sun 1-5pm

Steiner has “the most impressive
holistic legacy of the 20th century...”
— NY Open Center co-founder Ralph White

ST. JOHN’S FESTIVAL

ANTHROPOSOPHY
NYC
JUNE 2018

The Festival Group
welcomes all to gather
to create the mood of
St. John’s Day together.
Details will be posted
in the bookstore and on
the website.

01 FRIDAY 7PM

Festival
Committee
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Monday 7pm, $10-20 sugg. donation
June Eurythmy Circle

NURTURE AND EXPLORE

Marta Stemberger

Celebrate the beginning of Summer
with gentle harmonious movement;
soak in the Sun and explore the
warmth of the heart. We will practice to enlivening piano music and
beautiful poetry; learn to move the
eurythmy gestures for the consonant
F, the vowel A, (“ah”), and the music interval of the minor
and major 3rd; connect with each other and find inner peace
with eurythmy exercises given by Rudolf Steiner. Invite a
friend or a family member to come
with you. Share your vibrant light
in a circle of like-minded souls.
Open to all who can walk. No prior
movement experience is needed.
Future dates: July 23, August 20.
MARTA STEMBERGER, MA: a
harmonious movement teacher,
mindful translator, spiritual researcher, radio host, and featured Huffington Post blogger.
Marta has taught movement, performed, and lectured in
Europe and the U.S. since 1989. For more information visit
http://ssi.hamoves.net/eurythmy-circles/
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The Cloud Illuminator:
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Beyond Babel – a
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